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Abstract—Slotted optical burst switching (SOBS) has recently
caught the attention of the optical networking community due to
performance gains achievable with synchronous infrastructures.
In this paper, we study the loss probabilities in a slotted optical
burst switching node fed with Poisson burst traffic where the fixed
burst size is an integer multiple of the slot length. We develop a
discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) based framework to obtain
the loss probabilities in systems with and without quality of service
(QoS) differentiation. In particular, we focus on analytical modeling of priority scheduling and offset-based QoS differentiation
mechanisms for SOBS networks. The latter problem suffers from
the curse of dimensionality which we address by a discrete phase
type distribution approximation for the discrete Poisson distribution leading to an accurate approximation for the loss probabilities.
A hybrid QoS mechanism which jointly utilizes offset-based differentiation together with priority scheduling is also analyzed.
Index Terms—Discrete phase type distribution, offset-based differentiation, priority scheduling, QoS, synchronous optical burst
switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

PTICAL burst switching (OBS) was proposed in the late
nineties as a candidate transport architecture for the next
generation Internet primarily using available optical technologies [1], [2]. The main reason behind the emergence of the
OBS paradigm is that the alternative optical circuit switching
(OCS), though having widespread acceptance, does not efficiently tap the bandwidth offered by optical transmission systems for bursty Internet Protocol (IP) traffic. Similarly, optical
packet switching (OPS) is believed to be (currently) commercially unviable despite its promise of efficient bandwidth use.
OBS, on the other hand, combines the advantages of both OCS
and OPS and can be viewed as a hybrid and currently viable
technology. A recent academic study in [3] shows that OBS
might be better suited than OCS for metro-core networks in
terms of optical equipment cost. It is pointed out in [4] that
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OBS may be implemented in edge networks to reduce the electronic-grooming requirements at the edge-core interface. Another recent study in [5] compares the total cost of ownership
(TCO) of a metro Ethernet optical transport network that uses
ROADMs (reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers) and
OBS technology, and the findings of this report show substantial reductions in TCO when using OBS. We believe that more
work is still needed to quantify the gain achievable with the use
of OBS in different scenarios and for realistic traffic patterns.
We note several challenges that need to be resolved for potential widespread acceptance of OBS:
• technological challenges involving lack of optical buffers
and efficient wavelength converting equipment,
• lack of OBS standards,
• lack of OBS-based products; there appears to be only one
company [6] which has a commercial OBS product.
Keeping these general technical challenges in mind, we focus
in this paper on the quality of service (QoS) mechanisms in
slotted OBS systems.
In OBS, control and data planes are segregated by means of
dedicating one wavelength (or more) for the control plane and
the remaining wavelengths for the data plane. In OBS, client
packets are aggregated into so-called bursts at the edge of the
OBS domain using one of the proposed burst assembly methods
[7]. Once a client burst is formed, its reservation request is sent
out-of-band on the control channel in the form of a burst control
packet (BCP). Under the just enough time (JET) reservation protocol, this BCP consists of the burst length information together
with the offset time of the burst [8]. After sending the burst control packet, the ingress edge device waits for the offset time and
then sends out the data burst over the data channel, giving the
OBS nodes on the path enough time to allocate resources for
the upcoming burst. In JET, allocated resources are released as
soon as the burst is transmitted by the OBS nodes [1].
Contention in OBS systems arises as a result of two or more
incoming bursts contending for the same output wavelength.
The most common technique for contention resolution in OBS
networks is wavelength conversion [9], [10] although other contention resolution techniques such as fiber delay lines (FDL)
[11] or deflection routing can also be used [12]. We assume in
the current paper that the OBS system employs only full wavelength conversion for contention resolution where a burst arriving on a certain wavelength can be switched onto any other
idle wavelength towards its destination. We do not study relatively limited use of wavelength converters such as partial wavelength conversion or limited range wavelength conversion in
this paper [13]. If contention cannot be resolved by wavelength
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conversion, then one or more of the contending bursts will be
dropped by the switching system leading to a loss in throughput
at higher layers. This is in contrast with electronically packet
switched networks in which similar contentions are resolved by
electronic buffering leading to low packet loss rates. The reduction of loss probabilities is therefore crucial for the successful
deployment of OBS networks for the next generation Internet.
One of the most important implementation decisions that
would impact the burst loss probabilities in an OBS network is
the mode of operation: asynchronous versus synchronous. Most
current OBS proposals are based on asynchronous operation
in which bursts have variable sizes and they are not aligned
before they enter the optical switch [14]. The node architecture
for asynchronous networks is simpler because there is no need
for the synchronization stage. However, due to asynchronous
operation, there is the possibility of partial overlap between
two contending packets destined to the same output fiber.
Therefore, asynchronous operation has an adverse effect on
system throughput.
Recently, there has been a surge of interest in slotted (or synchronous) optical burst switching (SOBS) systems due to the
performance advantages of slotted operation [15]–[17]. SOBS
is to OBS, what slotted ALOHA is to ALOHA and similar
enhancements in relative performance for SOBS are already
shown [17]. In SOBS, data plane is divided into time slots of
equal length and data bursts occupy either a single or a multiple number of slots in duration [15] although most existing
studies assume that the slot size and the burst length are the
same in which case the system is also called SynOBS [16]. The
control plane may also be divided into smaller slots in order
to accommodate smaller sized control packets or it might use
asynchronous operation. In this paper, we focus on slotted operation only in the data plane. To synchronize the arrival times
at the OBS switches, the propagation delay of each physical
link should be an integer multiple of a time slot which can
be achieved by appending to each link an FDL of appropriate
length [17]. Several node synchronization issues (that remain to
be resolved) are noted for SOBS in regard with small scale fluctuations in the link propagation delays which are kept outside
the scope of this paper.
In SOBS, as soon as a burst is assembled at an edge ingress
node of an SOBS network, a BCP is sent in the control plane
through the network to set up the optical path at each of the core
nodes in advance. BCP carries information about the destination address, length, offset time and the carrier wavelength of
the burst to the core nodes. Then in the closest data slot after the
required basic offset time (for header processing at the intermediate nodes), the burst transmission is initiated. Although bursts
are allowed in SOBS to vary in size depending on the assembly
algorithm, we assume in this paper that the burst length is a fixed
of the slot length. The advantages of
integer multiple
fixed burst sizes have been reported in [18]. An SOBS impleis a middle ground alternative between
mentation with
asynchronous OBS with fixed burst sizes (the burst size is fixed
)
but the slot length approaches to zero or equivalently
and yields the following advantages:
and SynOBS
• The major cost of slotted operation in SOBS is the need
for additional FDLs appended to each link [17]. However
if the slot length is chosen to be small relative to the burst
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, the required FDL lengths will then be
size, i.e.,
shorter as well, reducing FDL costs.
• When a burst is formed, the burst needs to wait until the
next data slot. If the slot length is large, then such delays
, it is possible
will be longer. On the other hand, with
to reduce such delays stemming from slotted operation.
• SOBS node needs to make scheduling decisions for all
bursts coming into the OBS node in a given slot. Since the
time required to run a scheduling algorithm is rather limited, it might be appropriate to reduce the number of bursts
for which a scheduling decision is to be made. A reduction
factor of in the number of items to be scheduled is possible for SOBS relative to SynOBS.
One of the critical issues in OBS networks is to provide
quality of service among data bursts that belong to different
service classes. In electronically packet switched networks,
QoS is provided by means of per-class queueing, buffer management, and advanced scheduling mechanisms. However, lack
of buffering limits the number of options for QoS provisioning
in OBS networks. The most popular QoS technique is the
offset-based technique in which high priority (HP) bursts are
assigned longer offset times than low priority (LP) bursts [19].
For SOBS, the offset-based QoS technique reduces to sending
high priority data bursts not right at the next data slot after
the arrival of this BCP, but at the following time slot, which
we call the unity-offset QoS scheme. In case larger delays are
tolerable for high priority traffic, one can optionally send the
high priority data burst
data slots after the closest data
slot. This scheme is called the non-unity-offset QoS scheme.
Another option for providing QoS in SOBS is that, since the
data bursts arrive at the same time, all BCPs corresponding to
the bursts to arrive at a particular data slot are processed together
using a scheduling algorithm providing preferential treatment to
HP bursts. This mechanism is called priority scheduling in this
paper and we note that one does not need to use offset-based
for a system with priority scheddifferentiation in case
, priority scheduling and offset schemes can
uling. When
work in conjunction for improved preferential treatment for HP
traffic. We also limit the number of traffic classes to two in this
study although most of the results are extensible to more than
two traffic classes.
In this paper, we propose a discrete-time Markov chain
(DTMC) based performance evaluation framework for slotted
OBS systems when the burst length is a fixed integer multiple,
, of the data slot size. Motivated by Poisson arrival assumptions used commonly for asynchronous OBS systems, we
assume that the number of reservation requests (for HP and LP
traffic) arriving within a data slot and destined to a tagged fiber
wavelengths is Poisson distributed. We also assume
with
that arrivals within non-overlapping slots are independent.
With these assumptions in place, we analytically find the burst
loss probabilities when we have i) best-effort SOBS (no QoS
differentiation); ii) QoS with priority scheduling; iii) QoS
with unity-offset; iv) QoS with both priority scheduling and
unity-offset; v) QoS with priority scheduling and non-unity
offset. Scenarios i), ii), and iv) are exactly solved in this paper,
whereas an exact solution for iii) is presented but when the
Poisson distribution is approximated by a discrete phase type
distribution to cope with exploding state spaces. Scenario v)
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is tackled using linear regression due to the curse of dimensionality problem arising for this particular scenario. We also
note that the analytical methods proposed in this paper can also
be used to approximate the loss probabilities for asynchronous
.
OBS with fixed burst sizes as the parameter
Analysis of most queueing networks relies on the solution of
individual nodes and using fixed point iterations when a product
form solution for the path loss probability does not exist. Fixed
point iterations have been recently used for the performance
analysis of asynchronous OBS networks [20], [21]. Although
the analysis of slotted OBS systems presented in this paper involves just a single node, it can be viewed as a first step towards the analysis of end-to-end loss probabilities in slotted
OBS networks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe our DTMC based framework for the
case of best-effort SOBS and study the effect of on burst loss
probabilities in order to assess the performance gains of SOBS
relative to OBS. We extend this framework to the analysis of
QoS with priority scheduling in Section III. In Section IV,
we analyze the scenario when both priority scheduling and
unity-offset-based QoS differentiation is employed. The case
of using only unity-offset-based differentiation is analyzed in
Section V. We provide our numerical results in Section VI
to validate the effectiveness of the proposed framework. In
this section, we also introduce a numerical method based on
regression in order to approximate the case of non-unity offsets.
We conclude in the final section.
II. BEST-EFFORT SOBS
We consider an SOBS node with
wavelength channels per
output fiber with full wavelength conversion capability. We also
focus on the performance of a single tagged output fiber. In besteffort SOBS, there is no QoS differentiation and for a given
slot, bursts destined for the tagged fiber arrive according to a
Poisson distribution with mean . The burst arrival process is
also assumed to be independent for two different data slots. The
probability mass function (PMF) for the number of burst arrivals
in a given data slot is then given by
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For best-effort SOBS, we observe the tagged fiber at the end
of data slots. We assume that arrivals take place just at the beginning of data slots. The variable denotes the number of wavelength channels that are already reserved for more slots starting
, at the observation
from the end of a data slot,
instants. The best-effort SOBS system is described by a DTMC
having the state space, , given by

For illustration purposes, the operation for the SOBS system
and
.
is given in Fig. 1 for a scenario with
In this example, we have a two-dimensional state space
. As an example, just before
the time epoch 0, there are no bursts scheduled in the system for
, therefore the system state is (3,0) at
. At
,
two new bursts arrive and they are both scheduled for the next
two data slots. Therefore, the new system state becomes (1,2)
. We also provide in Fig. 2 the transition probabilities
at
of the Markov chain for this particular example in terms of
and
,
.
It is well-known that the cardinality of the -dimensional
which is quite manageable when
state space is
compared with the brute force approach of taking the cardinality
[22]. This reduction in the state space dimensionality
as
stems from the full wavelength conversion assumption. As an
and
,
, which is
example, for
.
far smaller than
The transition probabilities of the general Markov chain for
are given in Table I. We note that the resulting
general and
Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic for any choice of
and
and it therefore has a unique steady state distribution.
The notation
is used to denote the steady state probability
. The burst loss
that the Markov chain is visiting state
probability for best-effort SOBS is then given by
(1)
where
state

is the expected number of burst drops for a given
and is given by

where
denotes the probability of burst arrivals in a given
slot. The associated cumulative distribution function (CDF) and
and
, rethe complementary CDF (CCDF) denoted by
spectively, are given by

We assume that the processing delay of the BCP at each node is
negligible compared to the duration of a data slot. Meanwhile,
the data burst sizes are fixed to slots. The load on the tagged
fiber is then written as

We now study the system when we vary the parameter . For
this purpose, we fix the burst size but change the size of the
data slot in order to vary while controlling the system load
by means of varying . With this, the best-effort SOBS system
approaches to an
system as
when is fixed
servers and deterministic service times. Since the
with
system are insensitive to the
loss probabilities for an
service time distribution, the loss probability is expressed using
queue as
the Erlang-B formula developed for the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the evolution of the DTMC for the scenario

W = 3 and L = 2.
increases is rather rapid for higher loads and lower number of
wavelengths. Consequently, performance gain of synchronizing
the OBS network is more prominent for lower loss rates. It is oband
served from Fig. 4(a) that an SOBS configuration of
yields the same
with that of the asynchronous OBS
having
. A similar observation can be made in Fig. 4(b),
as compared to
as an SOBS node provides with a lower
an asynchronous OBS. It is readily seen from Fig. 4(b) that an
SOBS node can handle larger amount of traffic, i.e., higher ,
than an asynchronous OBS node while providing the same
.

Fig. 2. Example DTMC with

W = 3 and L = 2.
= (s ;s ; . . . ;s

TABLE I
STATE TRANSITIONS FROM A GIVEN STATE s
THE DTMC FOR BEST-EFFORT SOBS

III. SOBS WITH PRIORITY SCHEDULING QOS MECHANISM

;s )

OF

For SynOBS where
, the Markov chain has a single
state in which all wavelength channels are available. In this special case, the loss probability is simply written as

The loss probabilities are computed by using the DTMC
model presented in this section for
and 8, and for
varying and . The results are plotted in Fig. 3(a) and (b).
We compare these results to those obtained using the Erlang-B
. It is clear that the SOBS results
formula for the case of
converge to these of the
system as
, i.e., as
the slot length becomes infinitely small. With a proper choice of
, e.g.,
, we show that it is also possible to approximate
asynchronous OBS systems using the approach of this paper.
In Fig. 4(a) and (b), the loss probabilities are plotted as a function of , where the dotted lines are obtained using the Erlang-B
. Our numerical results demonstrate
formula, i.e., for
that the convergence of the loss probabilities as the parameter

In this section, the DTMC-based analysis of best-effort SOBS
is extended to QoS with priority scheduling. We assume that
the high priority (HP) and low priority (LP) burst arrivals destined to the tagged fiber are Poisson distributed with parameters
and , respectively. The parameter
denotes
,
the mean number of burst arrivals in a given slot. Let
, and
denote the PMF, CDF, and the CCDF
for the HP (LP) arrivals in a given slot. Also let
and
denote the loss probabilities seen by HP and LP traffic, respectively. In priority scheduling mode of operation, the SOBS node
first allocates resources for HP bursts and the remaining resources, if any, are then used for LP bursts. It can be observed
that the DTMC model corresponding to the best-effort SOBS
case, which was presented in Section II, can be directly used
also for the priority scheduling case. However, we need to take
priority scheduling into consideration while calculating the loss
probabilities from the resulting steady state probabilities of the
DTMC. The loss probability for HP bursts is given by
(2)
where

and

.
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Fig. 3. Loss probabilities for a best-effort SOBS system for varying  and for different values of L. (a) W

= 2. (b) W = 8.

Fig. 4. Loss probabilities for a best-effort SOBS system for varying L and for different values of W . (a) 

= 0:4. (b) W = 8.

The form of (2) is the same as (1) since HP bursts experience
the full availability of the resources as in the case of best-effort
is slightly different:
SOBS. However, the expression for

where

IV. SOBS WITH PRIORITY SCHEDULING AND UNITY OFFSET:
A HYBRID QOS MECHANISM
We now study a scheme where priority scheduling is applied
, for HP
together with the unity offset scheme, i.e.,
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traffic. In this hybrid scheme, HP bursts are given the advantage of making a reservation one data slot in advance. Therefore,
when a BCP for an HP burst arrives, the corresponding burst is
not to be scheduled for the first data slot at that moment, but instead for the next available data slot in time. On the other hand,
when a BCP for an LP burst arrives, its corresponding burst is
scheduled for the first data slot. In this scheme, all BCPs arriving
within the same slot are processed together but LP bursts can be
scheduled only after all HP bursts are scheduled. This scheme
is described by a DTMC with state space :

where is the number of wavelengths that are reserved for
more slots. In particular,
denotes the number of HP bursts
scheduled in the previous slot. The cardinality of the
. The description
dimensional state space is then
of the Markov chain together with the state transition probabilities are presented in Table II in which the variables and denote the number of HP and LP bursts arriving in the same data
slot, respectively.
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TABLE II
STATE TRANSITIONS FROM A GIVEN STATE s
s ;s ;
;s
;s
2 S FOR SOBS WITH QOS DIFFERENTIATION
USING BOTH PRIORITY SCHEDULING AND UNITY-OFFSET

=(

...

The loss probabilities for this system are derived next. The
loss probability for HP bursts is given by

where

whereas the loss probability for LP bursts is given by

)

Typically, the control plane is asynchronous and BCPs do not
arrive at once and they will be processed one by one. For this
scenario, an option is to use a continuous-time stochastic model
(e.g., Poisson arrivals) for control plane traffic in conjunction
with a discrete-time traffic model for the data plane. However,
hybrid models of this nature are hard to solve analytically. Instead, we propose a discrete phase-type distribution (D-PH) as
an approximation to the discrete Poisson distribution which can
then be used for modeling sequential processing of BCPs as in
the case of asynchronous OBS.
We first start with the definition of a D-PH distribution. Astransient states and one
sume that we have a DTMC with
absorbing state with a probability transition matrix of the form

Clearly, the states ,
, are transient and the state 0
with being a column
is absorbing. We also have
vector of ones of appropriate size. Let the initial probability row
for a scalar and a row vector of
vector be partitioned
size . The distribution of the first time to the absorbing state
is called a discrete phase type distribution characterized with
and the transient states are called phases. Most
the pair
in which case the distribution
existing studies assume that
does not have a probability mass at zero. However, in this study
we use the more general D-PH distributions with nonzero . Let
be the random variable whose distribution is D-PH type. The
) is then given by
PMF of this distribution (denoted by

where

The factorial moments of a D-PH distributed random variable
can be found through the following expression:

V. SOBS WITH UNITY-OFFSET QOS MECHANISM
In this QoS scheme, a scheduling decision is made immediately for a BCP upon its arrival as opposed to the priority scheduling where all BCPs arriving within the same slot are processed
together. Similar to the previous section, when a BCP for an LP
(HP) burst arrives, its corresponding burst is scheduled for the
first (second) data slot occurring after the instant of BCP arrival.

A D-PH type renewal process is a sequence of iid random variables each of which is D-PH distributed.
In the unity offset scheme, we envision a one by one processing of corresponding BCPs. Therefore, we propose to use a
D-PH type renewal process to approximate discrete Poisson distributed BCP arrivals. A discrete phase type distribution with a
single phase is very limited in its use as an effective approximation. Therefore we propose to use a distribution with two
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Fig. 5. Markov chain for 2-phase acyclic D-PH type distribution.

phases. The underlying discrete phase type distribution we propose is based on the Markov chain with three states 0, 1, and 2,
given in Fig. 5 and characterized with

State 0 is the absorbing state and the other two states are transient. At the beginning of a slot, the Markov chain is in state ,
0, 1, 2, with probability . In state 0, there is no BCP arrival,
and in states 1 and 2, there is a single BCP arrival. Once the absorbing state is reached, it means the end of the current slot and
a procedure for the next slot is initiated again by starting at state
with probability . The transition probabilities of the Markov
chain are found so that the first two moments of the D-PH distribution are the same as that of the discrete Poisson distribution.
The details of the parameter matching procedure are given in
Appendix I. D-PH parameter matching is a well-known problem
of applied probability; see for example [23]. However, D-PH
distributions dealt with in [23] do not have a probability mass at
the origin and in our algorithm, we need to take into consideration nonzero probability masses at the origin. Thus, we introcorresponding to the case where no bursts arrive at
duce
the system. Note that D-PH type distributions are mostly used in
the literature to model discrete time between certain events such
as packet/burst arrivals. However, we interpret the state transitions of the D-PH type Markov chain as burst arrivals within a
slot rather than the elapsed time between two consecutive burst
arrivals.
Given the approximative model for BCP arrivals, we have a
new Markov chain with state space:

In offset-based QoS, maximum observable horizon by the inwhich is explained below tocoming bursts extends to
gether with the applied scheduling policy.
• HP bursts are assumed to arrive one slot after their control
packets. Hence, evolves trying to reserve one of the
wavelengths first and otherwise, i.e., if
, one of the
wavelengths. If both states are vacant, the burst is lost.
Otherwise,
is incremented by one. The notation
corresponds to the sub-state temporarily holding HP bursts
, occurs.
until a transition to the absorbing state, i.e.,
This transition represents the end of arrivals for that slot.
• LP bursts are assumed to arrive synchronized with their
control packets. Hence, evolves trying to reserve one of
, the LP burst is lost. Otherthe wavelengths. If
is incremented by one. The term
corresponds
wise
to both the HP bursts whose BCPs were received one slot
before and currently scheduled LP bursts until the absorbtion time.
, every state
• After a transition to the absorbing state,
transfers its content to the previous state
which
becomes
means advancing in time. By this evolution,
.
0 and becomes
Based on this scheduling policy, state transitions are explicitly given in Tables III, IV, and V. The cardinality of the
dimensional state space is given by

The summed terms correspond to the states in which
and , respectively. As
depicts that no burst has arrived
at the optical node from the beginning of a slot,
holding
the number of HP bursts arriving in that slot must be zero explaining the lower upper limit for the first term. The burst loss
probabilities of HP and LP classes are found as follows. We first
define

if
if
if
if
otherwise
if
,
otherwise

In , probability of an arrival event depends solely on the last
sub-state . Bernoulli trials with probabilities and are used
to generate the HP and LP traffic respectively from the arrival
realizations. They are defined as
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Loss probabilities for HP and LP bursts are then given by
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TABLE III
s ;s ;
;s ; ;
STATE TRANSITIONS FROM A GIVEN STATE s
FOR SOBS WITH QOS DIFFERENTIATION USING UNITY-OFFSET

=(

...

0 0) 2 S

Fig. 6. Analytical and simulation results for burst loss probabilities of priority
and W
and .
scheduling based QoS with L

=3

TABLE IV
;s ;s
;
STATE TRANSITIONS FROM A GIVEN STATE s
s ;s ;
FOR SOBS WITH QOS DIFFERENTIATION USING UNITY-OFFSET

=(

...

=2

8

1) 2 S

Fig. 7. Analytical and simulation results for burst loss probabilities of hybrid
and W
and .
priority scheduling and unity-offset-based QoS with L

=3

TABLE V
;s ;s
;
STATE TRANSITIONS FROM A GIVEN STATE s
s ;s ;
FOR SOBS WITH QOS DIFFERENTIATION USING UNITY-OFFSET

=(

...

=2

8

2) 2 S

Fig. 8. Analytical and simulation results for burst loss probabilities of unityand W
and .
offset-based QoS with L

=3

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performances of the three QoS
mechanisms presented in Sections III, IV, and V. The results are
obtained assuming that BCP arrival rates of HP and LP bursts

=2

8

are equal unless stated otherwise, i.e.,
. In Figs. 6,
7, and 8, analytical and simulation results for the systems analyzed in Sections III, IV, and V, respectively, are presented.
In these experiments, the ratio of the burst length to the slot
length, , is taken as 3. For the analysis of priority scheduling
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Fig. 9. QoS metric
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2 of the three QoS schemes as a function of , W and L. (a) L = 3. (b) L = 5.

and hybrid priority scheduling with unity-offset-based differentiation methods, no further assumptions or approximations are
made on top of the presumed models. Therefore, the simulation results for these two cases perfectly match with the results
obtained by solving the analytical models. Meanwhile, for the
unity-offset-based differentiation, we approximate the Poisson
arrival process with a 2-phase acyclic D-PH type distribution as
described in Section V. Although the first two moments of this
arrival process and the PH type distribution are exactly matched,
it is evident from Fig. 8 that as the number of wavelengths
increases, under light traffic loads, , mismatch in higher order
moments yields a slightly pessimistic estimate for the burst loss
probability especially for the high priority class.
In Fig. 9(a) and (b), performances of the three QoS mechaand
as a function of
nisms are compared for
by using the analytical models. We define a QoS metric as
the ratio of the loss probabilities for LP and HP bursts:

The parameter
proves to grow with decreasing load , decreasing burst length , and increasing total number of wavelengths . Among the three proposed QoS schemes, the hybrid
mechanism outperforms the others as far as QoS differentiation
metric is concerned. These figures also reveal that HP bursts
benefit from the unity QoS offset slightly more than the priority
scheduling.
In Fig. 10, we use the analytical model presented in
Section IV for the hybrid QoS scheme. For constant traffic
load , and burst length , the effects of the proportion of the
traffic belonging to the LP class on the loss probabilities are
illustrated. The dashed lines in this figure shows the overall
of the core node, which is given by
burst loss probability

Fig. 10. Burst loss probabilities of hybrid priority scheduling with unity-offsetand 
: .
based QoS with L

=3

=03

It is observed that
remains constant for varying and
and
intersects the high priority and low priority curves at
for all values of . This behavior is expected since when
only a single class arrives at the optical node, QoS advantages
and disadvantages disappear. It is evident from Fig. 10 that, as
gets close to 1, rapidly increases since HP bursts become
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L=3

Fig. 12. Burst loss probabilities of hybrid priority scheduling with unity-offset.
based QoS scheme for

W =8

Fig. 11. Burst loss probabilities of hybrid priority scheduling with unity-offset.
based QoS for

less likely to block each other. On the contrary, LP bursts begin
to collide with each other more frequently as increases.
In Fig. 11, the performance of the hybrid QoS scheme is evaluated as a function of the burst length to slot length ratio
by using the analytical model presented in Section IV. In this
figure, curvatures of the burst loss probability curves become
. At that point, full isolation is achieved besteeper near
tween the HP and LP classes, and
becomes completely
insensitive to the variations in the offered LP traffic load. When
, arriving LP bursts try to make reservations for two data
slots, which reduce to a single data slot at the next coming slot
boundary. By the advantage of their QoS offset, HP bursts do
not differentiate between the wavelengths that are already available or that will be available in one data slot later as far as the
available number of wavelengths are concerned. By the priority
scheduling scheme, they also have complete priority over LP
bursts in reserving available channels. Being unaffected by LP
arrivals in these two cases, HP bursts are said to be fully isolated
. This isolation gradually defrom the LP class when
creases as increases and in the limit as
, the advantage
stemming from both the unity QoS offset and priority schedappears to be nearly
uling becomes negligible. In Fig. 11,
independent from , which shows that the decreasing level of
prioritization and convergence to the asynchronous OBS regime
cancel out each other as increases.
In Fig. 12, by using the analytical model for the hybrid QoS
mechanism, it is shown that the burst loss probabilities drop sigunder low load conditions. This benificantly for increasing
loss systems, where loss
havior is in accordance with
probabilities decrease as the degree of statistical multiplexing
increases with increasing number of servers, .

The last set of results are obtained for non-unity offset-based
QoS mechanism. In Fig. 13(a) and (b), simulation results for the
offset-based and hybrid QoS schemes with non-unity offsets are
is increased, it is observed
depicted. When the QoS offset
that
decreases approximately linearly in the logarithmic
reaches a threshold,
saturates since strict
scale. When
isolation between HP and LP bursts is attained. Once the strict
curves change their curvatures
isolation regime is reached,
as well, because an LP burst can no longer block an HP burst.
Generalizing the unity-offset-based QoS analysis in
Sections IV and V to non-unity offsets requires a substantial increase in size of the state space of the constructed
corresponding to some
Markov chains. On the other hand,
can be computed without extensive
particular values of
computations as follows:
• For the offset-based QoS scheme:
, HP and LP classes unify, i.e.,
— When
, hence the Markov chain model, which was introduced in Section II for the best-effort SOBS node with
a traffic load , can be used to calculate this probability,
, the Markov chain introduced in Section V
— For
and
,
can be used to compute
, HP bursts experience a network load
— When
consisting of only themselves. Thus, the same Markov
can be used for calchain but with a traffic load of
.
culating
• For the hybrid QoS scheme:
, HP and LP classes experience only
— When
a priority scheduling based differentiation, hence the
Markov chain introduced in Section III can be used to
and
,
calculate
— For
, the Markov chain introduced in Section IV
and
,
can be directly used to compute
, HP bursts experience a network
— When
load consisting of only themselves. Thus, the Markov
chain for best-effort SOBS with a traffic load of
can be used for calculating
(note that because of
the preferential treatment of HP bursts among the bursts
arriving in the same time slot, HP bursts do not need to
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for this particular case, without requiring significant amount of
computations.
VII. CONCLUSION

M

L=5

W =8

Fig. 13. Burst loss probability estimations of non-unity-offset-based QoS
, with
and
.
schemes for changing QoS offset length,
(a)
. (b)
.

 = 0:3  = 0:7

have
in order to have complete isolation from
LP bursts.)
and
values obtained by using the exact analysis
, and
obtained for
, as outlined
for
above, are marked with “ ” in Fig. 13(a) and (b) for two difand
. Once these points
ferent traffic loads,
are computed, we use a least squares solution to compute
for the intermediate points. The points obtained through this approximation are marked with “ ” in the figure. After computing
, we next compute
as follows. Assuming that both
for non-unity offset-based
systems are work conserving,
and hybrid QoS schemes can be calculated from the overall loss
, of a best-effort SOBS node and an SOBS
probabilities,
node with priority scheduling, respectively, with load , and by
using the relation

The
values obtained from the above approximation
procedure are also marked with “ ” in Fig. 13(a) and (b). As
seen in the figure, the work conservation assumption is not
. Nevertheless, using this procedure,
valid especially for
and
can be computed with an acceptable accuracy

In this paper, we developed a Markov chain based framework
for performance evaluation of SOBS by which we studied the
burst loss probabilities of both a best-effort and a prioritized
SOBS core node. We use this framework in order to compute
the burst loss probabilities of these two kinds of SOBS nodes
for varying traffic load, , number of wavelengths, , and burst
length . We validate the accuracy of our framework against
simulations.
Results show that as increases, SOBS asymptotically converges to asynchronous OBS in terms of burst loss probability
and this convergence is relatively faster for high loss rates where
is high and
is low. We also show that SOBS may provide a
similar performance to the traditional OBS but with fewer wavelengths and under relatively heavy traffic conditions, increasing
the chance of burst switching paradigm to be appraised as the
next generation Internet architecture.
Among the QoS schemes analyzed in this paper, hybrid priority scheduling with offset-based differentiation yields the best
isolation between the QoS classes and offset-based differentiation ranks the second leaving priority scheduling the last. As
increases and decreases, a higher isolation level is achieved.
By decreasing the proportion of the traffic consisting of high
priority bursts, even higher degree in isolation can be reached.
We believe that the proposed framework presented in this
paper can be further extended to analyze some other variations
in an SOBS network which are listed as follows.
1) In this paper, BCP arrivals within a slot are assumed to
be Poisson distributed. However, other distributions may
be of interest. Proposed Markov chains, other than the one
for the unity-offset differentiation, use only the PMF, CDF
and the CCDF functions of a given arrival process. Hence
they offer full flexibility in changing the BCP arrival distribution without sacrificing from precision. However, in
the analysis of the unity-offset differentiation, the Poisson
distribution is approximated by a D-PH type distribution.
Although moment matching for another distribution can be
done according to the formulation given in Appendix I, results would need validation.
2) Fixed length assumption for bursts can be generalized to variable length bursts with a certain probability
distribution.
3) The case of non-unity QoS offsets,
, can be analyzed using improved computational techniques for large
but sparse Markov chain state transition matrices.
4) The framework can be extended to the analysis of networks
with more than two priority classes.
APPENDIX I
MOMENT MATCHING FOR
Let
node and

. be the total BCP arrival rate to the optical
be the random variable denoting the number of
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arrivals generated by the D-PH type distribution given in Fig. 5.
Then, the probability-generating function of is written as
(9)
where
and
(8) can be solved for
follows:

after replacing

according to (7). Eq.
by
as

(10)
The first three factorial moments of

are defined as follows:
Similarly (9) can be simplified after replacing

:

(11)
found in (10) into (11), we end up with the folSubstituting
lowing equality:
Let be the Poisson distributed random variable with rate .
Then, the following equalities should hold for a perfect moment
matching between and :
(3)
(4)

(5)
However, simultaneously solving (3), (4), and (5) is non-feasible
for a broad range of . Even the second moment formulated
by (4) requires to be lower than a threshold which is found
to be approximately 3.72 in Appendix II. Hence, we converted
this moment matching problem into a constrained optimization
problem for this analysis as follows:
(6)
such that

(7)
Solution to (6) and (7) in the feasible range of gives the parameters , , , , and
of the D-PH type distribution
shown in Fig. 5.
APPENDIX II
UPPER BOUND CALCULATION FOR
Here we calculate the upper bound for below which (3) and
(4) are guaranteed to be satisfied. They are explicitly solved as
follows:
(8)

(12)
Eq. (12) should be solved for maximum for which the following inequality inherited from (10) is satisfied:
(13)
The computations of the maximum value of for which (12) can
be solved such that (13) is satisfied do not have a simple closed
form solution. By making use of numerical methods, an upper
bound on for which the first two moments of the D-PH type
distribution matches with the Poisson distribution is obtained to
be 3.72358161 for a precision of 10 .
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